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DISASTER RECOVERY IS  
MOVING TO A SaaS MODEL

It’s growing rapidly... 

The tremendous growth of software as a service (SaaS) continues 

apace, and businesses continue to benefit from the many 

administrative, organizational, and economic advantages offered 

by this model. The disaster recovery industry is no exception. 

Gartner estimates the global disaster recovery-as-a-service 

(DRaaS) market at approximately $1.7 billion currently, with a 

compound annual growth rate of around 25 percent. Within the 

next year or so, Gartner predicts the DRaaS market will surpass 

more traditional subscription-based DR services.1

…especially among small and mid-sized businesses

Relative to their size, smaller businesses stand to benefit the most 

from the move to DRaaS, because they’re least able to absorb 

extra administrative costs—in terms of both time and budget. 

Remove those costs, and the benefits are immediately impactful.

In a June 2016 report, Gartner credited improved functionality 

and affordability for the skyrocketing growth of DRaaS among 

small and mid-sized businesses. In other words, the industry has 

actualized the improvements these customers needed to see 

before they could make the switch.

As a result, Gartner estimates the DRaaS market will nearly 

triple in the next three years—rising to $3.4 billion by 2019. 

Larger companies are making the switch as well, for the same 

reasons. Gartner reported a 77 percent increase in inquiries 

from enterprises in 2015. In this case, where they go, smaller 

organizations would be wise to follow.1

1: http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/market-reportsresearch/magic-
quadrant-for-disaster-recovery-as-a-service-gartner-2/



WHY DISASTER RECOVERY IS  
ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO SMBs

The tangible costs of a downtime-inducing disaster are real, and 

for some, they’re devastating. A recent survey of IT professionals 

produced some sobering expectations:

Two-thirds (67 percent) say their business losses would exceed 

$20,000. On the higher end of the scale, 27 percent say that 

downtime would cost more than $100,000 per event.2 Those 

figures consider only the measurable losses, though employee 

productivity would take a huge hit, along with the delivery of 

products and services, and damage to the reputation of the 

company. 

A customer lost, whatever the reason, is a customer that’s likely 

lost forever. When disaster strikes, it’s always unexpected. 

The businesses that survive are the ones that are best able to 

weather the storms. And that’s why disaster recovery should be 

top of mind for any business. It’s simply not a case where “better 

late than never” applies.
2: http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/zetta-state-disaster-recovery-

survey-reveals-90-it-professionals-using-cloud-their-dr-2176272.htm

Big guys can take an occasional hit—but smaller guys can’t afford the loss



WHY IT MATTERS TO  
HAVE A PLAN IN PLACE

Lost revenue during downtime

For mid-sized and larger companies, even short downtime events 

can be damaging. Fifty-three percent of organizations surveyed 

can tolerate less than an hour of downtime before they begin to 

experience significant revenue loss.3 

It all eventually adds up—over a five-year period, businesses lost 

over $70 million due to downtime alone.4 And downtime revenue 

loss is really just the tip of the iceberg, as we’ll explore in this section.

Lost productivity

IT professionals talk a lot about the hidden costs of disasters. When 

disaster strikes and data is unavailable, there’s no chance to add 

revenue, of course, but in a broader sense, there’s little to no chance 

to do much else. When the data is gone, it’s gone for everyone—

from the customers to the bean counters.

Loss of customer trust

Loss of customer faith is a particular problem in the case of data 

breaches, but it can also apply more generally to failures to deliver 

3: http://www.ironmountain.com/Knowledge-Center/Reference-Library/View-by-Document-Type/
General-Articles/T/The-Importance-of-a-Disaster-Recovery-Plan.aspx

4: https://www.rockdovesolutions.com/blog/risk-costs-of-not-having-a-business-continuity-
management-program.

5: http://www.washsq.com/home/newsletter/the-normalcy-bias-an-obstacle-to-effective-disaster-
recovery-business-continuity-preparations.

as expected. Trust is earned over time, and once it’s lost, it’s 

nearly impossible for a business to regain—especially in an age of 

seemingly limitless choices for customers.

Business failure

We saved the worst for last. Eventual business failure is not just 

a threat; it’s the most likely result when you’re not prepared for 

the worst. The numbers bear this out: 75 percent of companies 

without a business continuity plan go belly-up within three years of 

a disaster.5 

You can avoid adding to that total—if you follow these five steps to 

building an effective disaster recovery strategy. Remember, there’s 

no telling what’s around the corner, so the best way forward is to 

make sure you’re ready for anything.



THE FIVE 
STEPS
1. IDENTIFY

2. ASSESS

3. CUSTOMIZE

4. BLEND

5. REPEAT



STEP 1: IDENTIFY

IT assets: Inventory all of your company’s IT assets and map the 

location for each one. Remember to check for and list dependencies 

as you go.

Important business processes: Identify which IT-related business 

processes are critical to staying operational, as you’ll need to 

consider those first when forming your strategy. 

Be sure not to rush this step—the rest of the planning process 

depends on it. Each of the crucial business processes you identify 

in step one will be assigned recovery time objectives (RTOs)  

and recovery point objectives (RPOs) in step two.

The answers you come up with will be unique to you, and will be 

determined by the type of business you have. For a company that 

depends heavily on its website for revenue, for example, keeping 

the website up and running will likely be the top priority.

THE FIVE STEPS (cont.)

1. IDENTIFY



THE FIVE STEPS (cont.)

STEP 2: ASSESS

Business impact: After identifying the IT business processes 

in step one (e.g., email or billing systems), assign each one to 

a tier. Tier 1 includes mission-critical applications and systems 

that provide the most value. The processes in Tier 2 would 

be of mid-level importance, and Tier 3 would follow, with the 

lowest priorities. 

For an Internet-based business like the one in step one, the 

website is obviously mission critical, and would be listed in 

Tier 1. The internal email system is less important, and would 

therefore land in Tier 2 or 3.

Next, label the items in each tier with the appropriate recovery 

point objective (RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO).  

See the sidebar for simple explanations you can use to help 

get the less technical up to speed.

Downtime costs: Estimate the real cost of downtime for each 

of your processes and systems. This will help you prioritize, 

and should help you get buy-in on a disaster recovery solution 

from company management. 

Identify internal SLAs as well as customer/supplier SLAs,  

and document the costs of not meeting those agreements. Or, 

if your ERP system were down, how much would that cost in 

15-minute intervals?

IN OTHER WORDS…
To determine RPOs, answer this question: 
“Up to what point in time does the business process need 
to be restored in order to effectively resume operations?” 

If it helps, think of the RPO as the interval of time between 
the last backup and the disaster event.

To determine RTOs, answer this question: 
“What is the acceptable amount of time it can take to 
restore each process to the desired RPO?”

If it helps, think of the RTO as the interval of time between 
the disaster event and the restoration from your backup.

RPO RTO

TIME

Last Backup Event Data Restored

2. ASSESS



THE FIVE STEPS (cont.)

STEP 3: CUSTOMIZE

Decide the order in which certain business operations will be 

restored in the event of an interruption—based on dependencies, 

tiers, and the RPOs/RTOs we’ve already discussed. 

For our hypothetical business owners—the website is likely at the 

top of the order. “Restoration” might even be a misnomer for that 

particular system—they might choose to use a load-balanced 

web server system, and possibly avoid downtime altogether. But 

there’s still much more for them to consider.

Step three is one of the more difficult and time-consuming parts 

of the process. But you need a defined plan that can be followed 

(to the letter) to ensure the continuity of your critical systems after 

disaster strikes. This means everything should be inventoried 

and mapped—gather floor plans, utility diagrams, system 

configurations, and every other relevant bit of information.

Your customized disaster recovery plan should consider the 

likelihood of various threats and how the response might be 

different for each. Human error, for example, will require a far 

different recovery plan than would a flood or a fire. Procedures 

should be laid out, as well as responsibilities for each stakeholder. 

Consider developing response teams, and then determining the 

level of training required for each team member, so that everyone 

is prepared for whatever may come.

However your plan is customized, make sure you test it thoroughly. 

You don’t want to wait until after a disaster to discover your plan 

is missing a critical piece.

3. CUSTOMIZE



THE FIVE STEPS (cont.)

STEP 4: BLEND

Supplement secure, cloud-based backup with on-premises 

backup for the most critical workloads. There’s no such thing 

as a one-size-fits-all approach to disaster recovery—don’t trust 

anyone who suggests otherwise. Your organization’s needs are 

unique, so it’s more than likely you’d be best served by a blended 

plan. Carbonite’s E2 hybrid backup solution—from the EVault line 

of products—offers just this kind of approach.6

Secure cloud backup is a must, because your data is kept safe 

offsite, far from whatever physical disaster may occur onsite. But 

onsite hardware like E2 can offer faster recovery capability in 

cases where the damage is more virtual than physical. Plus, E2 

and services using similar equipment give you the extra benefit 

of redundant backup. You can’t be too careful when it comes to 

your DR plan. 

The company we’ve been discussing is no exception to step four. 

Load balancing may keep the website up, but that’s just one facet 

of the business. Critical workloads and databases built up over 

years must be kept safe and retrievable, and a blended approach 

is the best bet for a full recovery.

6: https://www.carbonite.com/en/cloud-backup/business/products/e2-hybrid-backup/

4. BLEND



THE FIVE STEPS (cont.)

STEP 5: REPEAT

Testing is a critical part of your disaster recovery strategy, but 

so is tweaking. Not just in the initial planning stages, either. As 

your business and systems evolve over time, so will your disaster 

recovery needs. For companies of any significant size, conditions 

and priorities are in a constant state of flux, and your DR strategy 

is only useful if it’s updated regularly to keep up with changes. 

If our web-dependent friends from earlier don’t test their fail-

safes, they could well be in for a rude awakening—at the worst 

possible time. But, unfortunately, this is where many organizations 

fall short. A recent survey of IT pros found that only 40 percent of 

companies test their DR plans annually. Shockingly, another 28 

percent test their plans only rarely, if ever.7 

7: http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/zetta-state-disaster-recovery-
survey-reveals-90-it-professionals-using-cloud-their-dr-2176272.htm

STEP 6: A FLEXIBLE VENDOR
We confess: We snuck an extra step into the list. But 
finding a partner you can trust, with flexible pricing and 
configurations (hardware as a service, on premises, cloud) 
is where the rest of the steps all come together. For obvious 
reasons, an easy user experience is essential for DR plans, 
along with security and compliance considerations.

Together, you and your partner will develop and execute a 
customized disaster recovery strategy that pays off for you 
when it matters most. And for a business, that can mean 
the difference between survival…and shuttering for good.

5. REPEAT



Carbonite’s advanced line of EVault products offers flexibility in 

deployment that’s matched by few other providers. To discuss our 

dependable DRaaS offerings, including EVault solutions or any of 

our other backup and business continuity products and services, 

please call 1-844-411-0404 or email info@cybriant.com.
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